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The Art Critic Stian Gabrielsen and the brush strokes
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Six panels 
41 X 90 CM

Acrylic on Canvas
Stretched

Frédéric Chopin preferred the grass, sky and some donkeys
Not a peaceful walk with two spoiled children and that man butler

Nohant

Monsieur Chopin 
The Man

The Pianist 
The Composer

White gloves and a newly painted apartment in Paris
(grey and white)

His full figure, the length of that man, in the green
The composer riding a donkey

Donkey

(I fell onto the grass with a cucumber up my ass (a rhyme) 
sniffing my glue and laughing through nocturne,

short and brief)

Franz Liszt the pretentious pianist 
Second rate composer, just like myself

Bonjour I am Victor Boullet

A frail Chopin in need of dough
Bourgeois life
Exquisite taste
Money honey

Chopin clutching at his Paris position

Mr Liszt the ruler
He knew

Not equipped with the Frédéric Chopin talent
Talent touched the human soul

Touch, bing, ding, that spot

(A knife handle pressed into an earth hole, a soil hole
A hole

The blade points upwards, towards the blue sky, covered by white clouds
painted 

by Lars Hertervig)

Frédéric Chopin played so beautifully
Intense

Mr Liszt craving Mr Chopin’s concert
Franz Liszt wrote the review
Mr Liszt desperate to control

Position in Paris

Ownership
Control
Position

Frédéric Chopin



Born in Poland
French father
Polish mother

Became Polish for the Poles when his legacy was cemented

Ludwika Chopin
Sister took the heart 

Dead man’s heart in Poland
That body remains in Paris

The music of Frédéric Chopin was heard by a Pole through a window from a
street in Buenos Aires

Better like that he thought on the street
(Instead of a rushed talent playing the score)

Competitive fragments

Please buy Vegetables or Fruit from the men in this shop
(Tunisia they are from) 
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